How to check if your publications are compliant (or in the process of being so) with the new NIH Public Access Policy

Go to My NCBI and log in. (Create account if you have not already.)


You will be taken to your My NCBI homepage.

**Please Note** You will need to link you’re My NCBI account with your ERA Commons account for the following steps to work properly. Please go here for directions on how to link these accounts:
http://guides.mclibrary.duke.edu/content.php?pid=287166&sid=2538808

Please continue to next page.
If you do not see a “My Bibliography” section, go to the upper right hand side of the page and click on “Customize this page.”

Check the box for “My Bibliography.”

Return to your home page by clicking on the “My NCBI” link in the upper right hand corner.

Click on “Manage my Bibliography” in the bottom right hand corner of the “My Bibliography” box.
(If you do not see publications in your “My Bibliography” box review the help directions here: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK53595/)

If a publication is fully compliant and possessing a PMCID number, a green circle with a white check mark will be below its listing.


**NIH Public Access Compliance: Complete. PMCID: PMC3975670**

If a publication is in the process of getting a PMCID number, a yellow dot will be below its listing.


**NIH Public Access Compliance: In process at NIHMS. [Edit Status] NIHMS ID: NIHMS607555**

If a publication is non-compliant with the NIH Public Access Policy and not in the process of getting a PMCID number, there will be red circle with a white X in it will be below its listing.

- Virulence of Fusarium oxysporum and F. commune to Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) seedlings. Forest pathology. 2012 June 01; NIHMSID: 329768. [Edit citation]
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